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this, and a similar blend of test-ace 50/tren-ace 50/ and drost-p 50 have, from what i've been able to dig up, been getting great reviews. ultra ripped and maybe try cut stack 150 as well. i know of a few that carry that blend and one off
the top of my head that carries the same but test-ace instead of test-prop for the test.
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So i bought a 10 mL vian that contains 100 mg test prop /50mg tren ace / 50 mg masteron per mL. My proposed cycle is the following: Day 1: 200 mg test prop/ 100 mg tren ace/ 100 mg masteron (2 mL) Day 2: 100/50/50 (1 mL)

Days 2-12: 70/35/35 ED (.7 mL/day until vial is finished) This will be my first time using injections so i have a few ...
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Tri Blend of Test Prop, Tren Ace, & Masteron for next cycle. need some critiques; If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above. You may have to register before you can post: click the register link
above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below.
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Masteron, Trenbolone, & Testosterone. When stacking Masteron and Trenbolone, Testosterone is a non-negotiable part for most bodybuilders.. Any bodybuilder will suggest a Test base, no matter what the surrounding stack is made
of. Using a Test Tren Masteron blend is not uncommon. Take a look at this cycle as an example:

